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Abstract 
 
Financial markets around the world have seen a high degree of 
volatility in last 5 years and hence, after recent financial crisis in USA, 
followed by debt crisis in Europe have forced academicians and 
portfolio managers to re-evaluate the degree of integration between 
different financial markets of interest. This paper examines the short-
term dynamic integration of Indian stock market (BSE) with developed 
stock markets (S&P 500 and FTSE 100). Output suggests that return 
on BSE Granger Causes return on FTSE100 as well as return on BSE 
Granger Causes return on S & P500. Further, return on FTSE100 
doesn’t Ganger Cause return on BSE while return on S & P 500 
Granger Causes return on BSE. This indicates that there is a uni-
directional relationship between BSE & FTSE100 while a bi-
directional relationship between BSE & S&P 500. This result 
contradicts with other prior research findings (Janak, Raj, Sarat Dhal, 
2008), which suggested that Indian stock markets doesn’t Granger 
Cause US, European and other developed markets. 
 
Keywords: Granger Causality Test, Impulse Response, Integration, 
Unit Root Test, Variance Decomposition. 
 
 

1. Introduction 
With the invitation to foreign market participants to participate in domestic market to 
improve the efficiency of market and change the equilibrium conditions to a new point, 
quantum of cross-border trade and other services increases. Hence, with the opening-
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up of the economy for foreign participants, barriers for market participants get 
eliminated. This suggests that the more open an economy (less barriers of trade), the 
more is the degree of integration. Stock market integration is defined as “in the 
absence of administrative and informational barriers, there should be no arbitrage 
opportunity for market participant taking risk-adjusted returns into consideration” 
(Nath and Verma, 2003). Integration process takes place in two dimensions: horizontal 
and vertical (USAID, 1998). Horizontal integration suggests integration amongst 
domestic stock markets while vertical integration is related to the integration of 
domestic stock market with foreign stock markets. Integration helps in increasing the 
depth and breadth of stock markets. It also helps in increasing the liquidity of the 
market. A portfolio manager tries to identify the degree of integration between 
different stock markets to diversify his portfolio (Sentana, 2000) as well as take the 
benefit of arbitrage if any. Integration process also helps in reducing the cost of trade 
between markets (Levin, 1996; Caprio and Honhan 1999) and hence, from all 
dimension stock market integration helps in improving the efficiency of the stock 
markets (Agenor, 2001). More is the degree of integration between stock markets; 
more are the changes of volatility spillover. Financial markets around the world have 
seen a high degree of volatility in last 5 years and hence, after recent financial crisis in 
USA, followed by debt crisis in Europe have forced academicians and portfolio 
managers to re-evaluate the degree of integration between different financial markets 
of interest. This paper examines the short-term dynamic integration of Indian stock 
market (BSE) with developed stock markets (S&P 500 and FTSE 100). Present study 
is focused to fulfill the following objectives: 
 

1) Inter-relationship amongst BSE, S & P 500 and FTSE100. 
2) Transmission of price shocks from one market to other markets under 

consideration. 
3) The time period of persistence of shocks from one market to other markets 

under consideration. 
 
 

2. Methodology 
Data were collected from websites of respective stock exchanges from 30-Oct-2003 to 
14-Sept-2012 on daily basis. After matching closing prices of all indexes taken into 
consideration there were 2223 observations. The data taken into consideration are 
time-series data and hence, Stationarity of data was checked using ADF (Augmented 
Dickey Fuller) test. ADF test is a well accepted test for unit root testing of time series 
data. If Yt is the time series to be tested for unit-root, then the test statistics for ADF 
unit root test is given by following relation: 
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The short-term dynamic relationships amongst markets were identified using 
Granger Causality Test. Granger Causality answers the question “Does changes in one 
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market cause change in other markets?” Granger Causality test is sensitive to the lead 
lag relationship. Too many lags reduce the power of test due to estimation of additional 
parameters and a loss of degree of freedom. In contrast, too few lags may not capture 
the dynamics of the actual error correction process, resulting in poor estimation and its 
standard errors. To identify the appropriate lag length relationship, multivariate 
information criterion method was used. Impulse Response methodology was used to 
trace out the responsiveness of the dependent market in the VAR (Vector Auto 
Regression) model to shocks to each of the markets. Variance Decomposition 
methodology was used to examine the proportion of the movements in the dependent 
market that are due to their own shocks, versus shocks to other markets.  

 
 

3. Findings 
The summarized output of ADF test is as given below:  

Null hypothesis of Augment Dickey Fuller test is- Ho: Variable has a unit root.  
 

Case 1: Variable taken into consideration is the index prices. 
 

Variable t-statistics Prob. Conclusion 
BSE -2.16 0.5066 Accepted 

FTSE100 -2.40 0.3748 Accepted 
SP500 -1.83 0.6888 Accepted 

 
 

Case 2: Variable taken into consideration is return of respective index. 
 

Variable t-statistics Prob. Conclusion 
RBSE -44.32 0.0000 Rejected 

RFTSE100 -24.13 0.0000 Rejected 
RSP500 -37.90 0.0000 Rejected 

 
The above output suggests that Index prices are non-stationary and returns of 

indices are stationary data. Hence, returns data were taken into consideration for 
Granger Causality test as it requires stationary data. Granger Causality test suggests 
that return of FTSE100 does not Granger Cause Return of BSE while return of BSE 
Granger Cause return of FTSE100. Hence, there is one-directional relationship 
between BSE and FTSE100. Similarly, return of SP500 Ganger Causes return of BSE 
as well as return of BSE Granger Causes returns of SP500 and hence, there is a bi-
directional relationship between BSE and SP500. Moreover, return of SP500 Granger 
Causes return of FTSE100 while return of FTSE100 doesn’t Granger Cause return of 
SP500. Hence, there is a unidirectional relationship between FTSE100 and SP500.  
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 Null Hypothesis: Obs F-Statistic Probability 
 RFTSE does not Granger Cause RBSE 2214  1.91557  0.05371 

 RBSE does not Granger Cause RFTSE  3.98650  0.00011 
RSP500 does not Granger Cause RBSE 2214  3.61139  0.00035 

RBSE does not Granger Cause RSP500  2.63111  0.00721 
RSP500 does not Granger Cause RFTSE 2214  65.9459  3.5E-97 

 RFTSE does not Granger Cause RSP500  1.65468  0.10464 
 
Impulse response shown above represents the responsiveness of the dependent 

variable in the VAR to shocks to each of the variables. Granger Causality doesn’t give 
any information about sign of relationship or how long these effects require to take 
place. Impulse response answers these questions. Number of variable taken in 
consideration is four (RBSE, RFTSE100 & RSP500) and hence, a total of 9 impulse 
responses were generated. Outputs suggest that return on SP500 causes a positive 
impact on the return of BSE and the effect of the shock dies after 3 days. While Return 
on BSE causes a negative return on SP500 and the effect of the shock dies after 2 days. 
Moreover, return of BSE and return of FTSE100 shows a positive relationship between 
them and effect of any shock from BSE on FTSE100 survives for 2 days. The effect of 
shocks from SP500 to FTSE100 survives for 4 days and bears a positive relationship 
between them. 
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Variance Decomposition of  Period (Days) BSE FTSE 100 SP 500 
BSE 1 100 0 0 

  2 99.78 0 0.21 
FTSE100 1 0.09 99.9 0 

  2 0.15 99.79 0 
SP 500 1 0.69 0 99.29 

  2 0.92 0.24 98.75 
 
Variance decomposition provides the proportion of variance in the dependent 

variable that is due to their own shocks versus shocks to other variables. Variance 
decomposition output also confirms the outcomes of Granger Causality and Impulse 
Response techniques. Return of BSE is only getting influenced by return of SP500 but 
only 0.27% of the variance is being explained by SP500 and almost 99.58 % variance 
is being explained by BSE itself; which indicates that though markets are integrated 
but degree of integration is not very high. Similarly, return of FTSE100 is getting 
influenced by return of SP500 and BSE. But, the degree of integration is comparatively 
more that that shown by BSE. FTSE100 explains 99.31% of variance itself and 0.46 
%, 0.16% variances are being explained by SP500 and BSE respectively. BSE and 
FTSE100 explain variance of 0.97% and 0.36% respectively of SP500 and 98.5% of 
total variance is being explained by SP500 itself. Hence, impact of BSE is more on 
SP500 than that of SP500 on BSE.  

 
 

4. Conclusion 
This study suggests that BSE Granger Causes FTSE100 but FTSE100 doesn’t Granger 
Causes BSE and hence, there is a unidirectional relationship between return of BSE 
and return of FTSE100 and the direction of relationship is from BSE to FTSE100. BSE 
Granger Causes SP500 as well as SP500 Granger Causes BSE. Hence, there is a 
bidirectional relationship between BSE and SP500. Further, SP500 Granger Causes 
FTSE100 but not vice-versa and hence, there is a unidirectional relationship between 
SP500 and FTSE100 having direction from SP500 to FTSE100. This fulfills the first 
objective of the study. The study also suggests that return on SP500 causes a positive 
impact on the return of BSE and the effect of the shock dies after 3 days. Return of 
BSE and return of SP500 has a negative relationship and the effect of the shock dies 
after 2 days. Moreover, return of BSE and return of FTSE100 shows a positive 
relationship between them and effect of any shock from BSE on FTSE100 survives for 
2 days. The effect of shocks from SP500 to FTSE100 survives for 4 days and bears a 
positive relationship between them. This fulfills second and third objectives of the 
study. The results contradict with other prior research findings , which suggested that 
Indian stock markets doesn’t Granger Cause US, European and other developed 
markets (Janak, Raj, Sarat Dhal;2008). This study is based on the share prices, taking 
volume also into consideration; analysis will be carried out in future. This paper will 
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help portfolio managers and investors to take the advantage of diversification with a 
new perspective.  
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